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Without Prejudice

An experienced librarian said not long ago that at the
present rate of growth of books and periodicals a
medical library, to keep pace, would have to double
its accommodation every 10 years. London has a great
store of medical libraries. One of these days they may
have to pool their physical and intellectual resources. At
least I fear, not hope, they will. In fact I very much
hope they won't, because in the process they would lose
their individuality-that odd mixture of buildings,
historical treasures, methods of shelving and display, a
tradition of librarianship, and smell of old bindings
and new varnish. In some libraries you approach the
librarian himself through an accumulation of acolytes
who waft you with censers full of incense towards the
holy of holies-the librarian's office. In other libraries
you run bang into the great man himself, who, through
an act of abnegation, is mysteriously at the service of
every caller, great and small.
By and large librarians are a selfless race of men

and women without whom the learned world would be
lost. They prepare bibliographies for the writers of
articles with little merit in themselves except the " review
of the literature "-the literature supplied by the
librarian. They tell the seeker after the truth where
to look for it. In some of London's most learned clubs
they are responsible for securing to shelves by unbreak-
able chains pornographic works in Latin which learned
men, lay as well as clerical, would fain take home.

The B.M.A. library can more than hold its own among
the medical libraries of London. It has an unrivalled
collection of contemporary medical periodicals, most
of which it receives through the exchange-mechanics of
Abstracts of World Medicine. But what I think it prides
itself most upon is the quick and direct personal service
to the library-user. I have used the library for more
years than I care to record, and there are few libraries
I haven't called on in my need. And what a richness
there is within a radius of two or three miles of
London's centre: the libraries of the Colleges of
Physicians and of Surgeons, the vast library of the
R.S.M., the special libraries of the Postgraduate
Institutes, the Wellcome Historical Medical Library, the
hospital libraries, and the library of the School of
Hygiene and Tropical Medicine !
Employed as I am by this journal to fill two columns

of print a week-save on feastdays, fastdays, and holi-
days-I may be forgiven for saying the B.M.A. Library
-like that well-known beverage lauded in anonymous
rhyme-is best. It was founded in 1887 by that most
mercurial Editor of the B.M.J., Ernest Hart. A year
later, 1888, he made the Library a present of 139 books,
and a year later still 229 books. Ernest Hart also gave
the Library what is probably its most valuable book-
Vesalius's De Fabrica. Hart also saw to it that a copy
of every medical thesis submitted to the University of
Paris should be given to the B.M.A. Library.

* * *

And why all this about the B.M.A. Library ? Is
this just a bit of sycophancy to keep on the right side
of the B.M.J. and the B.MA ? Of course not. It's
just sheer exasperation at not being able to get into
the place when I want to and where I want. The

Library is being reconstructed. In 1891 the B.M.A.
Library had nearly 5,000 books on its shelves. To-day
there are about 90,000. For the past 14 years they
have been housed in the Garden Court Wing. Before
that the library was on the ground floor of B.M.A.
House North-now converted into Committee Rooms
C and D. What a sad sign of the times it is when
library space is converted into committee caverns! The
present reconstruction has been made possible by Lord
Nuffield's generous gift of £50,000. I hear that the
Library will reopen in May.

* * *

Librarians are long-lived; so, too, it appears, are
editors, though I would not say this is a good thing.
Ernest Hart was appointed Editor in 1867. According
to Muirhead Little's "History of the British Medical
Association" (1932), " Mr. Hart retired in the spring
of 1869, soon after which the Committee of Council
appointed Mr. (afterwards Sir) Jonathan Hutchinson as
his successor." But Hart came back again as Editor
in 1870. The mystery of Hart's dismissal and reappoint-
ment has never been cleared up. In 1869 there was (so
Paul Vaughan tells us in " Doctors' Commons ") a
debate on the sum of £802 8s. Id. paid to "Contribu-
tors" to the B.M.J. This plurality was none other than
the Editor, Ernest Hart, who added to his small basic
salary the value of his own extensive contributions. If
we forget the one-year interregnum of Jonathan
Hutchinson, there have since 1867 been only four
Editors of the B.M.J. They seem to share with librarians
a masochistic addiction to unremitting labour.

To me these footnotes to medical history have a cease-
less fascination. Sir George Pickering, relying, as I do
too often, on memory, gave the anti-scurvy credit to
limes instead of lemons, and the ensuing correspon-
dence ended up with the welcome news that Sir
Geoffrey Keynes is at work on a life of Harvey. Keynes
identified the Rolls Park portrait of Harvey. Rolls
Park (near Chigwell, Essex) belonged to Eliab Harvey,
William's brother. The Rolls Park portrait was illegally
exported to America in 1962, and the two men and two
companies involved were fined £1,050 plus £700 costs.
The portrait was bought by Dr. Prinzmetal, ignorant, of
course, of the circumstances.

I wonder if Dr. Prinzmetal might not consider that
in all these circumstances the Rolls Park portrait of
Harvey belongs to Britain. If he would, I am sure that
we could raise enough money this side of the Atlantic
to buy back from Dr. Prinzmetal Harvey's portrait.
Such a gesture on his part would bring a sorry incident
to a happy end.

* * *

Before we all get too excited about the 14% we should
note that it is roughly 21% a year spread over six years.
I thought the leaders in the national press were instruc-
tive. The Times, for example, said this: " A system
of payment which is reconciled to overpaying at the
beginning and to perhaps underpaying at the end in
order to provide a fair average increase for a period
as a whole does all the same inevitably seem a peculiar
and crude way of settling professional incomes." The
Daily Telegraph thus: "All such blanket awards
favour inexperience, incompetence, and sloth at the
expense of experience, skill, and conscientiousness-a
lesson which Sir Edward Boyle is trying to teach the
teachers." PERTINAX.
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